Affiliation Pays
NOWSHIP is a small move & personal shipping service for both domestic and international moves. Serviced online
or from multiple affiliate locations, NOWSHIP provides domestic & international services to 200+ countries.
NOWSHIP affiliates are located in Denmark, Germany, Italy, the United
Kingdom & the United States of America.NOWSHIP affiliate growth will
reach 600+ by the end of 2018.

NOWSHIP is continuously expanding its network of forward thinking affiliate partners. Moving & relocation experts in handling personal effects
and related channel affiliates. NOWSHIP is a great tool in the movers
toolbox of solutions
How Much?
By reselling our services, Affiliated
Our Affiliates are changing the way people make small moves.
moving companies can set the reselling rates. For related market channel affiliates, NOWSHIP pays booking commission directly.
In truth, NOWSHIP’s website engine takes most of the coordination on through automation and innovation. Affiliates often upsell NOWSHIP in conjunction with a larger sea-freight or domestic move. Our Affiliates are happy extend the breadth of their services below their smallest weight limit. NOWSHIP is a great tool in the movers toolbox
of solutions.
How Does It Work?
NOWSHIP provides Affiliates with our rates and of course our online suite of tools. Tracking is automated through
the site for your & your customers.
How Do I Join?
NOWSHIP AFFILIATION carries no fee. Becoming an Affiliate is free. NOWSHIP will LIST your business as an AFFILIATE of NOWSHIP in ALL sites. Current NOWSHIP US & UK. As we grow, this listing will grow with your Affiliate relationship.

Who Can Join?

Types of NOWSHIP AFFILIATES
Moving & Relocation channel accounts
Related channel market accounts (Corporate housing, short-term housing, currency traders, personal transportation, real-estate)
Want to learn more about becoming a NOWSHIP Affiliate? Contact affiliatesales@nowship.com

NOWSHIP US: 1643 Savannah Hwy, #110, Charleston, SC 29407 USA 888-510-3297
NOWSHIP UK: Tomo Industrial Estate, Stowmarket, Suffolk, IP14 5AY 0800 096 9494

